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ABSTRACT
A synchronous N eighborhood Task Synchronization
by
Supriya Kamaraju
Dr. A joy K. Datta, Examina,!,ion Committee Chair 
School of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Dr. Maria Gradinariu, Examination Committee Co-Chair 
IRISA, Campus de Beaulieu, France
Faults are likely to occur in distributed systems. The motivation for designing self- 
stabilizing system is to be able to automatically recover from a faulty state. As per D ijkstra’s 
definition, a system is self-stabilizing if it converges to a desired state from an arbitrary 
state in a finite number of steps. The paradigm of self-stabilization is considered to be 
the most unified approach to designing fault-tolerant, systems. Any type of faults, e.g., 
transient, process crashes and restart, link failures and recoveries, and byzantine faults, can 
be handled by a self-stabilizing system.
Many applications in distributed systems involve multiple phases. Solving these ap­
plications require some degree of synchronization of phases. In this thesis research, we 
introduce a new problem, called asynchronous neighborhood task synchronization {AfTS). 
In this problem, processes execute infinite instances of tasks, where a task consists of a 
set of steps. There are several requirements for this problem. Simultaneous execution of 
steps by the neighbors is allowed only if the steps are different. Every neighborhood is syn-
m
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chronized in the sense tha t all neighboring processes execute the same instance of a task. 
Although the A fT S  problem is applicable in nonfaulty environments, it is more challenging 
to solve this problem considering various types of faults. In this research, we will present a 
self-stabilizing solution to the N T S  problem. The proposed solution is space optimal, fault 
containing, fully localized, and fully distributed. One of the most desirable properties of 
our algorithm is that it works under any (including unfair) daemon. We will discuss various 
applications of the N T S  problem.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Consider a door closing protocol [89]. The main entrance door to a house is supposed to be 
closed at all times due to security reasons and weather conditions. A person should shut the 
door as he/she leaves the house. However, if the person forgets to do so, the door may remain 
open forever. Tims, the door closing protocol is not robust. A simple way to fix this problem 
is to add a spring to the door. The protocol now becomes self-stabilizing. The concept of 
self-stabilization was introduced by Dijkstra [32, 34]. Informally, a self-stabilizing system 
can reach a desirable state from an arbitrary state in finite time. A stabilizing system can 
also recover from any catastrophic faults. Many other fault-tolerant techniques have been 
proposed for specific applications. It has been shown that self-stabilization subsumes all 
those concepts. Attempts are being made to include many similar terms like self-organizing, 
self-configuring, self-healing, self-maintaining, etc. under a common framework, called self-* 
systems. Some recent research results show that self-stabilization can be used to implement 
all those properties of self-* [93].
Processes in asynchronous systems execute with a high degree of independence unlike 
synchronous systems which move in lock-steps. However, many applications in these systems 
require the processes to run in multiple steps and be synchronized.
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1.1 Contributions
In this research, we studied some resource allocation problems in stabilizing setting. 
The two main areas we focused on are phase synchronization and local resource allocation 
(LRA). We defined a new problem, called neighborhood task synchronization, to model 
two things: concurrency among the neighboring processes and synchronizing the infinite 
execution of tasks in the neighborhood. We then gave a stabilizing solution to the above 
problem. Our solution has several nice features. It is fully localized and distributed, space- 
optimal, and works under any daemon. The proposed algorithm has applications in some 
im portant areas of sensor networks.
1.2 Outline of the Thesis 
In the next chapter (Chapter 2), we give an overview of some concepts in self-stabilization. 
We will also give a brief summary of results of some resource allocation problems in the 
same chapter. Chapter 3 includes the main contribution of this thesis. In tha t chapter, 
we introduce the problem solved in this thesis, and present a self-stabilizing solution to the 
problem, followed by its proof of correctness. Some other properties and applications of the 
asynchronous neighborhood task synchronization are also included in Chapter 3. Finally, 
in Chapter 4, we present some concluding remarks and a few future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
SELF-STABILIZINC SYSTEMS 
A number of definitions have been proposed in the literature to capture the meaning of 
distributed systems. A distributed system  [88] can be defined as an interconnected collection 
of autonomous computers, processes, or processors (also, called nodes). Tanenbaum [86] 
added one extra condition to the above definition — the existence of the collection of 
nodes must be transparent to users of the system. Although the processors in distributed 
systems are autonomous in nature, they may need to communicate with each other to 
coordinate their actions and achieve a reasonable level of cooperation [84]. Many authors 
(e.g., in [86]) made an attem pt to distinguish between distributed systems and computer 
networks. However, the difference between the two systems in modern computing is very 
subtle.
Distributed Systems: The term  distributed system  is used to describe communication 
networks, multiprocessor computers, and a multitasking single computer. All the above 
variants of distributed systems have similar fundamental coordination requirements among 
the communication entities. The system may be either computers, processors or processes.
The main topic of research in this thesis involves studying fault-tolerant systems, re- 
sonrce allocation problems, and synchronization protocols. We use the paradigm of self­
stabilization to achieve the necessary fault-tolerant features. In the following, we start with
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an overview of self-stabilization (Section 2.1). Many attem pts have been made to define 
self-stabilization. One of the most accepted definitions was based on the concepts of closure 
and convergence. In Section 2.2, we present the classification of faults along with the above 
definition. One of the most im portant problems in fault-tolerant system design is to de­
sign a reset protocol. We give an overview of the stabilizing reset protocols in Section 2.3. 
The last three sections in this chapter cover some im portant results in the areas of mutual 
exclusion (Sections 2.4 and 2.5) and local mutual exclusion (Section 2.6).
2.1 Overview
The concept of self-stabilization has been known for about thirty years as a paradigm of 
designing fault-tolerant systems. This concept was introduced to computer science by Dijk­
stra [32, 34] and later strongly endorsed by Lamport [75]. The idea of self-stabilization was 
used in other areas (such as numerical analysis, control theory, systems science, etc.) long 
before Dijkstra coined the word “self-stabilization” . Many definitions of self-stabilization 
exist in the literature, and unfortunately, the stabilizing research community did not con­
verge on a single definition. One widely accepted definition is as follows: A self-stabilizing 
system, regardless of its initial state, converges in finite time to a state tha t satisfies its 
specification. It can also be defined with respect to behavior instead of state as follows. A 
self-stabilizing system, starting from an arbitrary state, reaches a state in finite time from 
which it starts behaving according to its specification. Since the self-stabilized algorithms 
start from an arbitrary state, the variables of such algorithms need not be initialized prop­
erly. The results like [8, 11] and some others (refer [57]) in subsequent years established 
the fact that self-stabilization is the most unified strategy of achieving fault-tolerance in 
distributed systems. Readers can refer to [57] for an almost current on-line bibliography of
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stabilizing literature, [36] for the only book on this topic, [45, 50, 85] for surveys of the 
area, and [9, 13] for an introduction to the concept of self-stabilization.
Self-stabilization has been extensively used in the area of network protocols. Numerous 
papers have been written on protocols like routing (including cut-through, wormhole), al­
ternating bit, sliding window, session control, congestion control, connection management, 
high-speed networks, sensor networks, and max-flow computation. Refer to [36, 57] for 
the pointers. Many of these protocols also consider message losses and duplications, and 
node/link failures.
There exist many self-stabilizing distributed solutions for graph theory problems. Ex­
amples are different types of spanning trees, finding center and median, maximal matching, 
search structures, and graph coloring. Stabilization has been applied in solving many clas­
sical distributed algorithms. Examples include mutual exclusion, token circulation, leader 
election, synchronization and clocks, distributed reset, distributed diffusing computation, 
termination detection, and propagation of information with feedback. Problems have been 
considered in different topologies (e.g., ring and tree) as well.
Numerous models have been considered in the literature. There exist several dimen­
sions of the model, such as execution model (shared registers and message passing), fair­
ness (weakly fair, strongly fair, and unfair), granularity of the atomic step (composite vs. 
read/write atomicity), and types of daemons (central and distributed). Stabilization time 
complexity and space complexity have been two important factors in this topic. Several 
optim al so lu tion s have been  proposed. P roving stab iliza tion  program s is qu ite challeng­
ing. Two techniques have been commonly used in the literature: convergence stair [53] 
and variant function [72] methods. For proof techniques for randomized algorithms, re-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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fer to [24, 41, 56, 62]. Many general methods of designing self-stabilizing programs have 
been proposed. We mention some of them here without any description: diffusing com­
putation [12], silent stabilization [37], local stabilizer [3], local checking and local correc­
tion [17, 89], distributed program checking [19], counter flushing [90], window washing [29], 
self-containment [47], snap-stabilization [30], super-stabilization [38], power supply [2], and 
transient fault detector [22].
2.2 Closure and Convergence 
Although Dijkstra’s work [32] did not mention any application of self-stabilization to 
fault-tolerance, there has been a lot of research on this topic. Fault-tolerant computing 
has been extensively studied in the context of specific technologies, architectures, and ap­
plications. Fault-tolerant computing also deals with a specific class of faults, and employs 
distinct models and design methods [8, 73]. The verification of fault-tolerant systems is 
based on the implementation of specific artifacts like stable storage, timeouts, and shadow 
registers. These verifications are unsuitable for safety-critical systems. In the last decade, 
research has mainly focused on classifying fault-tolerant systems. Two classes were defined. 
The first one is based on the distinction between the notions of faults, errors, and failures. 
The second one is based on the types of faults that can be tolerated. Faults in the physical 
domain cause errors in the information domain, and the errors in the information domain 
cause failures in the external domain. The efforts taken recently were to recover from the 
occurrences of faults and term inate properly. The fault-tolerance tha t do not always mask 
faults wore rarely considered. One method of fault-tolerance that does not always mask 
faults is self-stabilization [85].
The first paper on classification of faults and the corresponding fault handling methods
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is [11]. The papers [33, 55] exhibit an “invariant” predicate that is true throughout the 
system execution for verifying the fault-free systems. This predicate indentifies the “legal” 
system states and asserts tha t the set of legal states is closed under system execution. 
In every fault-tolerant system, there exists a predicate S  that is invariant throughout the 
fault-free system execution. T  defines the extent to which faults can perturb the legal 
states during the execution. Tg characterizes the extent to which the program state can 
be perturbed due to occurrence of fault actions. characterizes the largest set of states 
from which convergence to S  is guaranteed. A program P  is called masking fault-tolerance 
when Tg = S  where the faults are being masked and seen as if no faults occurred. lîTg  f  S  
then it is called nonmasking fault-tolerance. A program is said to be global stabilizing 
fault-tolerance if =  True, that is the true state can converge to 5, otherwise it is called 
Local Stabilizing fault-tolerance. Many protocols are studied in [11] as examples of the 
combinations of fault-tolerant programs. The Atomic Commitment protocol deals with 
permanent faults where the system is masking and local stabilizing. The sliding Window 
protocol is studied for systems under nonmasking and local stabilizing.
Self-stabilization was defined in terms of closure and convergence in [8, 11]. A system A  
is defined with respect to a set of states. “A is closed” means that the suffix of every sequence 
in A  is also in A. F  is the state predicate of the system, which satisfies the specification of 
the system A.. Convergence refers to the property which says that regardless of the initial 
state, every computation of A  eventually reaches a state where P  holds. Closure property 
states that the subsequent states of the computation of A  arc in P. The above definition 
implies that A  tolerates arbitrary initialization and any finite number of fault occurrences 
tha t perturb the state arbitrarily. A general assumption is that the set of desirable behaviors
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
is some subset of the computation of A. Let A' be a subset of the computation of A. The 
presence of fault occurrences in system computations may be perturbed only upto some set 
of states, called a fault-span. Let P  and Q be two state predicates of the systems. A  is 
Q-stabilizing to P  only when the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) P  and Q are 
closed in A (Closure), (ii) Every computation of A  tha t starts in a state in Q has a finite 
prefix such tha t the following state is in P. (Convergence).
The convergence can be proved in many ways. One of the methods is by using monotonie 
bounded functions [63, 64, 68]. Another proof technique, called convergence stairs., was 
introduced in [53]. In the convergence stairs method, we need to show that after some point 
of execution, the system in A,; +  1 should satisfy A,;.
2.3 Distributed Reset 
Resetting a distributed system involves setting the system configuration to a pre-defined 
global state. This can be used as a general scheme for designing self-stabilizing protocols 
in the following sense: If something wrong is detected, a process or a set of processes 
will initiate the reset procedure to restart the system from a good global state. The reset 
protocol itself must be stabilizing.
There are various reasons for resetting a distributed system [12]:
R econfiguration: When the system is reconfigured, for instance, by adding processes or 
channels to it, some process in the system can be signaled to initiate a reset of the 
system to an appropriate “initial state” .
M ode Change: The system can be designed to execute in different modes or phases. If 
this is the case, then changing the current mode of execution can be achieved by
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resetting the system to an appropriate global state of the next mode.
C oordination Loss: When a process observes unexpected behavior from other processes, 
it recognizes that the coordination between the processes in the system has been lost. 
In such a situation, coordination can be regained by a reset.
Periodic M aintenance: The system can be designed such that a designated process peri­
odically initiates a reset as a precaution, in case the current global state of the system 
has deviated from the global system invariant.
In [12], the reset subsystem is fault-tolerant, tha t can tolerate the loss of coordination 
between different processes and also can tolerate the fail-stop failures and subsequent re­
pairs of processes and channels. Many stabilizing algorithms use the reset protocol as an 
underlying layer to correct the system if necessary. Examples of this type of protocols are 
construction of spanning trees, mutual exclusion, sliding window protocols, etc.
A seminal work on distributed reset was reported in [12]. Both shared memory and 
read/write atomic models were considered. The reset subsystem is designed in a simple, 
modular, and layered manner. The design consists of three major components, and all 
the components are self-stabilizing. The components are leader election, a spanning tree 
construction, and a diffusing computation. The three layers used in the design of the reset 
protocol are (i) Tree Layer, (ii) Wave Layer, and (iii) Application Layer. The Tree layer is 
used for the construction of a spanning tree with the root node. The root node is elected 
using th e  leader e lection  algorithm  [77]. T h e W ave layer m odule has three phases or waves. 
The nodes forward the reset request wave to the root of the spanning tree. This is done in 
the first phase. In the second phase, the root node processes the request wave and resets 
its own node and sends the reset wave to all its leaf nodes. In the third phase, the leaf
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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nodes after receiving the reset wave sends the completion wave back to the root node. Thus 
the nodes are all reset and ready to execute the application requested by the application 
layer. The reset protocol uses an upper bound on the diameter D  of the network. The 
stabilization time of the protocol is 0(T>^).
A stabilizing local reset protocol of time complexity 0{n) was presented in [17]. This 
work was improved in [15] where a time-optimal stabilizing reset protocol was presented. 
The stabilization time of this protocol is proportional to the actual diameter of the network. 
The message passing model was used in this paper. This protocol uses the unique identifiers 
of the nodes and a prespecified bound on the diameter of the network. The protocol 
also uses synchronizers [14] to implement in asynchronous network. The locality principle 
is used in the protocol where the processor will operate only with the minimal possible 
interference with other nodes in the network. The best stabilizing reset protocol in terms of 
space requirement (0(log* n)) was reported in [16]. This protocol uses a randomized leader 
election and randomized spanning tree construction protocol [40].
A general scheme of transforming a distributed algorithm to a self-stabilizing algorithm 
was described in [36]. The transformation scheme uses a composition of three protocols: 
a failure detector, a self-stabilizing reset, and the original distributed algorithm. The re­
set protocol is designed using a fair composition of a self-stabilizing leader election and a 
spanning-tree construction algorithm with the synchronizer. The algorithm uses the shared 
memory model. The self-stabilized leader-election algorithm is used to find the root of the 
spanning tree. The self-stabilizing update algorithm [12, 63, 68] is used for the construc­
tion of the spanning tree. The reset algorithm is initiated only after the spanning tree is 
constructed. The root processor checks if any other process in the tree requests a reset. If
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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the reset is requested, then the failure detector is deactivated and the distribnted reset is 
activated. The root processes the reset and initiates the propagation of the wave all the 
way to the leaves.
2.4 M utual Exclusion 
The mutual exclusion problem [77] can be defined using the following two properties:
(i) At most one process can access the critical section at any time.
(ii) Every processor requesting to enter the critical section will eventually be able to do so. 
A mutual exclusion algorithm can also be considered as a fair token circulation scheme. 
The process holding the token can enter the critical section.
The first self-stabilizing mutual exclusion algorithm was introduced in the seminal pa­
per of Dijkstra [32]. Three mutual exclusion protocols were given in this paper — one on 
unidirectional ring and the other two (known as 4-state and 3-state algorithms) on bidirec­
tional rings with sense of direction. The 4-state algorithm also works on linear arrays. All 
algorithms work under central daemon. The 3-state algorithm was proven in [35].
The first algorithm, usually referred to as K -state algorithm [32], works on unidirectional 
rings of n -f 1 processes. One process (Process 0) is considered to be an exceptional one, 
called bottom. The value of K  is assumed to satisfy the relation K  > n 4 -l. However, it was 
shown later that the algorithm also works iov K  = n  [36]. Since it is a unidirectional ring, 
the processes can only read their left neighbor. If the guard of a process is enabled, it is 
considered to be privileged. There always exists at least one privileged process at any time. 
The privileged process can enter the critical section. Process 0 becomes privileged only 
when its state value is the same as its left neighbor (i.e.. Process n + 1). Other processes 
are privileged only when their values are different than the value of their left neighbor. If
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the system starts in a configuration with more than one processes privileged (i.e., in an 
illegitimate configuration), the algorithm moves the privileges towards the right such than 
the extra privileges are removed at the bottom  machine. After the system stabilizes, only 
the bottom process changes the state value, which introduces a new privilege into the ring. 
This privilege cycles around the ring in a consistent direction implementing the fairness. 
When the privilege comes back to the bottom  process, it then increments the state value 
again to start the next round of privilege circulation.
An alternative solution to the four state protocol of [35] was given in [46]. This paper 
presented an optimal solution for bi-directional linear arrays without the sense of direction. 
Dijkstra observed tha t a distinguished process is necessary if the number of processes in 
the ring is composite. It was shown in [26] tha t it is possible to design a stabilizing mutual 
exclusion algorithm without any distinguished process if the size of the ring is prime. An 
algorithm requiring 0 (n ^ /ln n ) states was given in [26]. The optimality of D ijkstra’s three 
and four state algorithms was proven in [87].
In all the above algorithms, the notions of mutual exclusion and enabled processor were 
considered to be the same. So, all the solutions required that exactly one process is enabled 
in any legitimate configuration. These two notions were separated in [91] to obtain a very 
important result. It was proven that the lower bound on the state reqnirement for the 
self-stabilizing mutual exclusion algorithms on rings and linear arrays is three states per 
processor for all processors except the top and the bottom, which require only two states 
per processor. T he m ain  idea b eh in d  tliis  is tlic follow ing observation: A  processor has the
mutual exclusion privilege if and only if it is enabled to make a particular move. This new 
definition of privilege was formalized in a new tool, called the cleaner. The cleaner is used
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to erase all the traces of a wave computation concurrently with the wave computation and 
before the start of the next wave. An efficient algorithm for rings or arrays without sense of 
direction was given in [92]. A similar idea was first taken in [52] where a stabilizing mutual 
exclusion algorithm on nnidirectional rings requiring eight states per process was presented.
A very useful paradigm, called counter flushing, was introduced in [90]. This concept was 
nsed to implement Dijkstra’s K -state mutual exclusion algorithm on rings in the message 
passing model. The leader (or the distinguished process) periodically issues a message 
carrying a counter value. One purpose of this message is to allow the receiving processes to 
enter the critical section. Another purpose of the counter message is to achieve the fault- 
tolerance by cleaning (or flushing) the ring with a new value chosen by the leader. This 
paper also discusses counter flushing on trees and general graphs. The counter flushing is 
implemented on trees using the Propagation Information Feedback scheme. The counter 
flushing on general graphs considers the rooted spanning tree and the graph edges as cross­
links.
A self-stabilizing mutual exclusion for general graphs was presented in [36, 39]. The 
algorithm was designed by composing two protocols. A stabilizing first BFS tree was con­
structed on the general graph. This algorithm works under the read/write atomicity model. 
The mutual exclusion algorithm of [32] was extended to the read/w rite atomicity model. 
This mutual exclusion algorithm can then be applied to a spanning tree of the system by 
traversing the tree following the Euler tour on the tree. Finally, the BFS tree algorithm and 
m odified m utual exclusion  algorithm  arc com posed. T h e com posed  algorithm  circu lates the  
privilege in the graph following the depth-first order.
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2.5 Randomized Mntual Exclusion 
In [69], a token management policy and a graph traversal scheme (token routing scheme) 
yielding self-stabilizing mutual exclusion for undirected (bidirectional) networks was pre­
sented. In order to break the symmetry, the random walk technique of [5] was used. 
Self-stabilizing mutual exclusion algorithms coping with anonymous systems are presented 
in [20, 56]. These solutions are designed for directed (unidirectional) rings. In [56], an 
algorithm is designed for odd size rings. A token circulation algorithm for directed rings 
of any size was given in [20]. To guarantee the presence of a token in the ring, the small­
est non-divisor of n (n being the network size), snd{n) — the “magic” number as it was 
defined in [69] — is used. In [71], a token circulation protocol under unfair scheduler on 
rings was presented. In [43], a token management solution on undirected networks en­
sures the existence of a single token in the network (the “magic number” is also used). 
To break the symmetry, the random walk technique is used. The space complexity of this 
protocol is 0 {M a x  • log{snd{n))) where M ax  is the maximal processor’s degree. A mutual 
exclusion algorithm for any anonymous directed network for an arbitrary scheduler was 
presented in [23]. The optimality of this solution was proven in [24] for the ring topology. 
For randomized networks, where the processors are randomized, the space complexity of 
the token circulation protocol is 0 {{M a x-0 u t  -T M a x J n t)  ■ log{snd{n))), where M ax..Out 
and M a x-In t  are the maximal out-degrec and in-degree of the network, respectively. Note 
that snd{n) is constant in the average case, and is 2 for odd-size networks.
2.6 Local Mutual Exclusion 
The local mutnal exclusion problem is to grant a process the privilege to enter the criti­
cal section if and only if none of its neighbors has the privilege. The local mutual exclusion
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problem was studied for executing a program correctly under a distributed execution en­
vironment (distributed daemon). For any distributed computation, there is an equivalent 
serial computation (central daemon) that simulates the distributed computation if no two 
neighboring processes are activated at the same time; the non-neighboring processes may be 
activated simultaneously. The program in the distributed execution environment behaves as 
expected in the serial environment, as long as the processes obey the local mutual exclusion 
constraint.
Distributed, but non-stabilizing solutions to the local mutual exclusion problems are 
presented in [18, 27]. The self-stabilizing solutions to the dining philosophers problem were 
proposed in [49, 61]. Both solntions use a central daemon and a distinguished process to 
implement the token circulation. The self-stabilizing local mutual exclusion algorithm was 
studied by [79]. The algorithm works in an asynchronous message passing model with an 
unbounded timestamp. In [48], the authors proposed a local mutual exclusion algorithm 
with variables bounded by 2d — 1 where d is the length of the longest simple cycle in the net­
work. A self-stabilizing local mutual exclusion algorithm under the communication register 
model was given in [6, 7]. The algorithms work on trees and arbitrary graphs, and their 
space complexities are 4 and 0 (M ),  respectively. The algorithm is time bounded where 
M  »  n. A self-stabilizing local mutual exclusion algorithm with bounded memory was 
proposed in [21]. This algorithm improved the space complexity from M  to 0 { N ) .  The 
goal of the local mntual exclusion in [80] was to refine atomicity. Read/write atomicity 
and bounded memory were used by the algorithm. Since, the algorithm uses a weakly fair 
daemon, although the service time is bounded, the exact bound on the service time cannot 
be computed. The self-stabilizing local mutual exclusion under the shared memory model
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and the distributed daemon are studied in [70]. Three solutions were proposed, all assuming 
that the processes have uniquelD’s:
(i) (n +  1) state for an arbitrary network.
(ii) (n +  1) state for the rings.
(iii) 3 state for the trees.
In a recent paper [25], three self-stabilizing algorithms were proposed. The first algorithm 
was for phase synchronization. The second is the bounded solution to the local mutual 
exclusion problem with a space complexity of Ca +  Tf; +  1, where Cq is the length of the 
maximal cycle of the shortest maximal cycle basis and To is the length of the longest chord- 
less cycle. The third algorithm is a silent algorithm to implement local mutual exclusion.
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CHAPTER 3
ASYNCHRONOUS NEIGHBORHOOD TASK SYNCHRONIZATION 
We report the main results of this thesis research in this chapter. The roadmap of this 
chapter is as follows: In the next section, we state the motivation of this research. We 
informally state how some other problems/topics studied in previous chapters are related to 
the problem solved in this chapter. Then in Section 3.2, we describe some results in related 
areas. In Section 3.3, we first state the model used in writing the algorithm. The program 
(including its notations) used is reported next. We also give a formal definition of self­
stabilization in this section. Finally in this section, we give an explanation of the problem 
solved in this chapter. In Section 3.4, a local, distributed, and self-stabilizing solution to 
the newly introduced problem (the neighborhood task synchronization) is presented. The 
proof of correctness of the proposed solution is given in Section 3.5. Sections 3.6 and 3.7 
discuss additional properties and some applications, respectively.
3.1 Motivation
Multi-processor computers are designed with a large number of processors. These com­
puters can be used to solve the problem of high demand in computational power. W ith 
the increase in the number of processors, the probability of a processor crashing also goes 
higher. So, it becomes more im portant to design robust multi-processor systems [42]. A
17
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key design requirement of such systems is to keep the clocks of the processors synchronized.
Digital Systems operate under the assumption of a system wide clock which periodically 
sends clock pulses. Different components of these systems are synchronized using these clock 
pulses. In distributed computing, this type of system is called a synchronous system, and 
they are required to run in “lock-step”. Maintaining the clocks synchronized in synchronous 
systems is im portant for various reasons, such as implementing different modes or phases 
in the system, sending reset signals periodically, etc. [10]. Although synchronous systems 
by definition have synchronized clocks, but due to some faults or wrong initializations, the 
clocks may go out of phase. So, in stabilizing systems, phase clock synchronization is an 
important problem in both synchronous and asynchronous systems.
In asynchronous systems, there exist protocols (or applications) which run in different 
phases. So, keeping the phases of different processes synchronized is im portant. Phase 
synchronization is implemented using phase clocks [58]. A phase clock of a process is 
an integer variable representing the current phase of the process. The phase clocks are 
updated as the processes complete the phases of a protocol. Phase clocks are considered to 
be synchronized when they all have the same phase clock value.
Every phase in phase synchronized systems consists of one computation step. In this 
research, we extend this notion to any number of steps in a phase. To avoid confusion, we 
introduce a new term, called task, which consists of some number of computation steps. 
We consider systems running an infinite sequence of tasks. The neighborhood task synchro­
nization problem  proposed in th is  thesis deals w ith  th e  synclironization  of tasks am ong the  
neighboring processes. Neighbors cannot execute different tasks simultaneously. However, 
we want to achieve a high degree of parallelism among the neighbors in terms of comput­
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ing the steps belonging to the same task. Processes are not allowed to execute the same 
steps concurrently. We will discuss various applications (later in this section) to justify this 
design.
The issue of allowing or disallowing neighboring processes to execute steps simultane­
ously was formulated as the local resource allocation problem (LRA) [30]. In LRA, neigh­
bors can execute their critical section simultaneously provided they do not use conflicting 
resources. In M T S  problem, we assume that the execution of the same step by neighboring 
processes conflict with one another.
The proposed M T S  problem is a composition of two problems: the phase synchroniza­
tion problem at the task level and LRA at the step level. In order to deal with various 
faults, we propose a self-stabilizing solution to the M T S  problem.
3.2 Related Work
Self-stabilizing phase clock synchronization (called unison by the authors) was first 
studied in [59] assuming a synchronous model of execution. The stabilizing unison property 
implies that starting from any state, the clocks are guaranteed to reach the “Unison” state 
where all phase clocks have the same value and are incremented in each step. This solution 
uses unbounded variables. This drawback was removed in the solutions to the same problem 
in [10], which also used a synchronous model. The algorithms in [10] use phase clock 
variables of size 0{6D)  states where 6 is the maximum degree of any node and D  is the 
diameter of the network. The space requirement was further reduced in the solutions in [58], 
where constant size clocks were used. One solution is deterministic for a tree network, and 
the other is probabilistic for an arbitrary topology.
A stabilizing phase clock protocol for unidirectional rings of odd size was proposed in [65].
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The proposed solution is deterministic and requires only four states per processor. The 
worst case stabilization time is O(n^). They also presented a self-stabilizing K-protocol for 
unidirectional uniform rings with odd size where K  = 2™' and m  is any positive integer [66] 
The worst case stabilization time is 0{K n?), where n is the size of the ring. An algorithm 
is said to be uniform  if the processes do not use unique id’s. Both protocols consider the 
synchronous model.
The stabilizing phase clock synchronization for anonymous unidirectional and bidirec­
tional rings of any size were studied in [82]. In [83], a self-stabilizing AT-phase clock protocol 
on uniform tree networks was studied. The protocol requires [Degu + 1)K  states where Degu 
is the number of neighbors of processor u, D  is the diameter of the network, and K  is the 
number of possible clock values. The worst case stabilization time is D. This is the first 
solution in the synchronous model whose stabilization time does not depend on K . This 
solution is also considered to be the fastest phase clock protocol with bounded memory.
The clock synchronization problem was studied considering two concepts together — 
wait-freedom and self-stabilizing [42]. The active processor must synchronize in a fixed 
amount of time regardless of the actions of the other processors (wait-freedom). Four algo­
rithms were studied. The first algorithm uses a global clock pulse and global-read/modify/re­
ad/w rite atomicity model. It also uses bounded memory. The second algorithm uses the 
global clock pulse and nonglobal-read/ modify/ read/ write, and guarantees synchronization 
with the clock variable of size k =  O(n^) states. The first two algorithms are wait- 
free and self-stabilizing. The third algorithm uses the global clock pulse and nonglobal- 
read/modify / read/ write, and implements synchronization with k = 0 ( M)  states. The 
fourth algorithm works under read-write atomicity where every process owns an indepen­
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dent clock. The third and fourth algorithms are just wait-free, but not self-stabilizing.
The paper [78] was the first paper to discuss the safety and livcness property in phase 
synchronization in the asynchronous model. The algorithm is not self-stabilizing.
The dissertation [81] proposed three snap-stabilizing phase synchronization algorithms 
in the asynchronous model. The first algorithm uses the propagation information feedback 
scheme and needs only 3fc states per processor. The second algorithm takes only k + 2 
states, and the third algorithm uses only four states.
A unison system for asynchronous systems was defined in [31]. A fully connected network 
was considered. The clock variables of neighboring processes can differ from one another 
by at most one. The algorithm is self-stabilizing, so it can handle memory and reconfigura­
tion faults. The algorithms for both bounded and unbounded unison were proposed. The 
asynchronous unison leads to the design of multiphase systems. The multiphase system 
executes phaseO, p h a se l, . . . ,phasek,phaseO and the cycle repeats.
A self-stabilizing phase synchronization protocol for bidirectional rings of odd size was 
presented in [67]. This is the first algorithm for uniform rings in asynchronous systems. 
The algorithm requires that the number of phases is even.
A quorum-based self-stabilizing phase synchronization protocol was given in [28]. The 
author showed how to achieve the global synchronization of phases in a non-fully connected 
network using coteries.
The stabilizing asynchronous phase clock problem was studied in [25]. The space com­
plexity is Cg + Tg — 1 states per processor, where Cq is the length of the maximal cycle of 
the shortest maximal cycle basis and Tg is the length of the longest chordless cycle.
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3.3 Model and Preliminaries
3.3.1 Model
D is tr ib u te d  S ystem . We model the distributed system  as a communication graph G(U, E), 
where each node in V  represents a process, and each undirected edge (i , j )  or (j, i) in E  
indicates tha t i and j  are neighbors of each other. Each Process p maintains a set of distinct 
labels, denoted as Np, such that each label identifies a unique neighbor. The link (p, q) of 
process p is denoted simply by the label q.
Processes need to communicate with each other to exchange information to achieve a 
global task in distributed systems. There are two common models of communication used 
in self-stabilizing area: message passing and shared memory. In the message passing model, 
neighbors communicate by sending and receiving messages. In the shared memory m,odel, 
processors communicate by the use of shared communication registers. Processors can read 
their own variables and their neighbors variables, but can modify or write only their own 
variables.
Regarding the timing of events (receiving/delivering a message, computing local informa­
tion), the models are classified into synchronous, asynchronous, and partially synchronous 
models (see [77] for details). The synchronous model is the simplest model to describe, 
program, and prove. The processes are assumed to move in lock-steps. In synchronous 
message passing systems, the processes perform two tasks in every computation step: (i) 
They use their current state to generate messages to be sent to their neighbors, and place 
those m essages on the ou tgoin g  channels. (11) T h e processes change sta te  based  on their  
current state and the messages received. Then the messages are removed from the incoming 
channels. In synchronous shared memory model, the processes read and write in lock-step
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in every computation step.
The asynchronous model is the other extreme, where processors can take steps at arbi­
trary speeds and messages can be delivered with arbitrary delays. It is more challenging to 
write programs for asynchronous model, because of the uncertainty in the order of events. 
Since the asynchronous model has no assumption about time, algorithms designed for the 
asynchronous model are general and portable: they are guaranteed to run correctly in net­
works with arbitrary timing assumptions. The partially synchronous model is in between, 
with a wide range of possible assumptions that can be made. A very common assumption 
is to bound the interval of time for transm itting a message, called timeout, after which the 
message is considered lost. Algorithms designed using these timing assumptions could be 
more efficient. However, they may fail in situations where the timing assumptions are not 
valid.
Program . We consider the local shared memory model of communication as used by Di- 
jkstra [32]. The program of every processor consists of a set of shared variables (henceforth, 
referred to as variables) and a finite set of actions. A process can only write to its own 
variables, and read its own variables and variables owned by the neighboring nodes.
Each action is of the following form: < label >:: < guard > — > < sta tem ent >. The 
guard of an action in the program of p is a boolean expression involving the variables of 
p and its neighbors. The statement of an action of p updates one or more variables of 
p. An action can be executed only if its guard evaluates to true. We assume that the 
actions are atomically executed, meaning, the evaluation of a guard and the execution of 
the corresponding statement of an action, if executed, are done in one atomic step. This 
model is known as composite atomicity [36].
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The s ta te  of a node is defined by the values of its variables. The s ta te  of a system is the 
product of the states of all nodes. We will refer to the state of a node and system as a (local) 
s ta te  and (global) configuration, respectively. Let a distributed protocol P  be a collection 
of binary transition relations denoted by i-4-, on C, the set of all possible configurations 
of the system. A com putation  of a protocol V  is a m axim al  sequence of configurations 
e =  7 o,7 i, ...,7 it,7 ,:+i,..., such tha t for i > 0 , 7 ,; 7 ,^] (a single com putation  s tep )  if
7 i+i exists, or 7 % is a terminal configuration. The Maxima,lity means that the sequence is 
either infinite, or it is finite and no action of P  is enabled in the final configuration. All 
computations considered in this paper are assumed to be maximal. The set of all possible 
computations of P  in system S  is denoted as £. A  node p  is said to be enabled in 7  ( 7  G C) 
if there exists an action A such that the guard of A  is true in 7 . We consider tha t any 
node p  executed a disable action  in the computation step 7 i i->- 7 ,;^; if p  was enabled in 7 % 
and not enabled in 7 ,;+i, but did not execute any action between these two configurations. 
(The disable action represents the following situation: At least one neighbor of p  changed 
its state between 7 , and 7 ,+^, and this change effectively made the guard of all actions of p  
false.) Similarly, an action A  is said to be enabled (in 7 ) at p  if the guard of A  is true at p  
(in 7 ).
A computation starting from an arbitrary configuration is the repetition of the following 
two steps: First, all processors evaluate their guards. Then, the daemon chooses at least 
one of the enabled processors which executes the corresponding action, also called a move.  
To ensure the correctness o f  the protocol, the daem on is considered as an  adversary,  and the  
protocol must be correct in all possible executions. A central daemon implies that during 
a computation step, only one enabled node will be chosen. A distributed  daemon implies
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that during a computation step, if one or more nodes are enabled, then the daemon chooses 
at least one (possibly more) of these enabled nodes to execute an action. A daemon can 
also be unfair or fair. If it is unfair, then even if a process is enabled infinitely often, it 
may never be chosen by the scheduler. The daemon is called weakly fair  if when a process 
is continuosly and infinitely enabled, then the process will be eventually chosen to make 
the move. A daemon is strictly fair  if when a process is infinitely often (but not necessary 
continuously) enabled, then the process will be eventually chosen to make the move.
In our thesis, we assume an unfair and distributed daemon and the composite atomicity 
model.
3.3.2 Self-stabilizing Program 
F au lt M odel: This research deals with various types of faults.
• The state or configuration of the system may be arbitrarily corrupted. However, the 
program (or code) of the algorithm cannot be corrupted.
• Nodes may crash. That is, the faults can fail-stop nodes.
• Nodes may recover or join the network.
• The topology (both actual and logical topologies) may change due to faults.
• Faults may occur in any finite number, in any order, at any frequency, and at any 
time.
D efin ition  3.1 Let C be a predicate (called, legitimacy predicate/  defined with respect to a 
specification (predicate) R . An algorithm A  is self-stabilizing/or the specification R  if  (i) 
any computation of A  starting from a configuration satisfying C satisfies R  (correctness)
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and (ii) starting from any configuration E C, any computation of A  reaches a configuration 
which satisfies C (convergence) in finite steps.
3.3.3 Specification of the Problem 
The main goal of the neighborhood task synchronization problem is to implement the 
synchronization of tasks among the processes in every neighborhood. We assume tha t the 
processes execute an infinite sequence of tasks. A task T  is composed of a finite sequence 
of steps, i.e., T  =  (0, . . .  fc — 1), where k is the number of steps in the task.
A ssu m p tio n  3.1 (U n ique  ID ’s) In this research, we assume that the processors have 
unique identifiers (ID ’s).
Specifica tion  3.1 (N eig h b o rh o o d  T ask  S y n ch ro n iza tio n  P ro b le m ) Given a network 
and a sequence of steps of a task T  to be executed over the network, an execution of the 
system satisfies the neighborhood task synchronization problem (we will call it M T S )  if  the 
following properties hold:
Safety: No two neighbors execute the same step simultaneously.
Liyeness: Every processor executes the task infinitely often.
S y nch ron iza tion : A process does not start executing a new instance of task T  until all its 
neighbors completed the current instance o f T .
Note that the safety, liveness, and synchronization properties constitute the c o rre c t­
ness property of the problem. We also require our solution to be se lf-s tab iliz ing  (per 
Definition 3.1).
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3.4 Neighborhood Task Synchronization Algorithm 
In this section, we will present a self-stabilizing solution to the neighborhood task syn­
chronization problem. The rest of this section will be as follows: We will present the formal 
algorithm along with the informal explanation. To make the informal description easier to 
follow, we will split it into two parts. We first describe the normal behavior of the algorithm 
in Section 3.4.3. That is, we assume that the system starts from a good configuration and 
no faults occur during the execution of the algorithm. In the following subsection (Sec­
tion 3.4.4), we point out the types of faults or corruptions which can occur in the system. 
We also show how they are detected and corrected.
3.4.1 D ata Structure 
Two Variables (V, and k) are used as C onstants by the algorithm. The algorithm can 
only read from these variables and cannot write or modify them. These variables are the 
inputs to the algorithm. JV,; represents the neighboring nodes of Process i. Our solution 
assumes tha t there is an underlying self-stabilizing topology maintenance protocol (see [51] 
for such protocols) which computes V,;. The number of steps in a task is represented by k.
The program uses two Variables Si and Colori. Si represents the index of the current 
step of Process i. The variable Colori is used as a status variable. The detailed function of 
this variable will be explained later (Subsections 3.4.3 and 3.4.4).
3.4.2 Algorithm
The solution to the neighborhood task synchronization problem is formally presented as 
Algorithm 3.4.1. The algorithm consists of four actions. Action A \ is to make the processors 
ready to execute the first step of the task. Processes execute Action A^ to execute the steps. 
The third action A 3 is to reset the system. The last action A 4 implements the detection
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A lgorithm  3.4.1 Asynchronous Neighborhood Task Synchronization (Algorithm A/’T»?) of 
Process i__________________________________________________________________________
C on stan ts:
k:\ Number of the steps in a task;
A,;:: Set of neighbors of ï ;
S hared  V ariables:
Si e [0..fc];/*Step number */
Colori £ {white, black}; /*Status of i*/
P red ica tes:
AllBlack{i) = Colori = black £ Ni : Color-j = black;
M W d (i) =  Vj € A i : =  S -  i < j ;
AllZero{i) = Si = 0 A Vj £ Ni : Sj = 0;
Uniques{i) = Vj E A, : 5,; 7  ̂Sj;
ToReset{i) = Si = k A  (Vj £ Ni : Sj = k \/ Color j = white);
Fault{i) = ColoT'i = white A (T  7̂  0 V (3j £ N  ̂: Sj k A Color.j = black));
A ction s:
Ai :: ColoT'i 7  ̂black A AllZero{i) — > Color'i = black;
A 2 :: AllBlack{i) A 5; 7  ̂ fc A [UniqueS{i) V Alinld{i)) — > execute Sp, Si — Si + 1;
A3 :: Colori 7  ̂white A ToReset{i) — 7 5,: = 0; Colori = white;
A.i :: Fault{i) — > Color, = black;
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and recovery from various faults.
3.4.3 Normal Behavior 
In this section, we will describe the behavior of our solution assuming that the system 
starts in a particular good configuration (to be defined below) and no faults occur during 
the execution of the protocol. Thus, Action A 4  will not be included in the description in 
this section. We will explain this action in Section 3.4.4. Recall tha t the task to be executed 
by the processes consists of Steps 0 . . .  fc -  1 (Specification 3.1). The nodes execute k -  1 
steps. The last step k is used to reset the variables of the processes.
We consider the system to bo in a good configuration if every process i satisfies the 
following two conditions;
(i) The step variable 5* =  0 (i.e., the predicate AllZero{i) is true) and
(ii) Colori =  white.
So, to explain the algorithm in this section, we assume that the system starts in the above 
good configuration.
We use Figure 3.1 to explain an example with four processes and a task consisting of two 
steps. So, S  E {0,1,2}. The enabled actions are shown next to the processes. The processes 
chosen by the distributed daemon to participate in the next step of computation are marked 
by underlining the corresponding action. The step variable (S) and color variable (Color) 
are represented as a two-tuple (S, Color).
Figure 3.1(a) shows the initial good configuration. In this configuration. Action A \  is 
enabled at all processes. We assume that the daemon choose all the processes in this first 
computation step. (The daemon could schedule the processes in other ways — only one, 
only two, or only three.) All processes change their color to black. The new configuration
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Figure 3.1: An example of non-fault-tolerant behavior of the Neighborhood Task Synchro­
nizer.
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is shown in Figure 3.1(b).
Predicate A l lB la c k { i )  holds when all neighbors of i and i itself are colored black. 
A llB la c k  is true for all processes in Figures3.1(b)-(e). Predicate U n iq u e S { i )  tests if Pro­
cess i ’s step value is different from tha t of its neighbors. If U n iq u e S { i )  is false, then some 
of Fs neighbors have the same step variable value as i. Let us denote the set of processes 
with equal S  values in a neighborhood as S arn eS .  In that case, M i n l d ( i )  will be true if Fs 
id  is the minimum in S a m e S .
In Figure 3.1(b), the predicate U n iq u e S  is false at all processes. M i n i d  is true only 
at Process 1. So, Action A 2 is enabled at i. And, this is the only action enabled in the 
whole network. Therefore, the daemon must allow Process 1 to execute Action A 2 - After 1 
executed A 2 , the step variable Si gets incremented. The current configuration is shown in 
Figure 3.1(c).
In Figure 3.1(c), U n iq u e S { l )  and U n iq u e S { i )  hold. M i n l d { 2 )  is true. Both the predi­
cates are false at 3. The daemon chooses all three processes to execute Action Fig.
In Figure 3.1(d), although Process 1 has reached the step k  (i.e., 2), it still cannot reset 
because none of its neighbors has reached the Mh step yet. In Figure 3.1(e), Process 4 
satisfies the condition to reset itself because its only neighbor 1 and itself have reached the 
step value of k. T o R ese t{A )  is true. But, T o R e s e t  is false at 1 and 2 because their common 
neighbor 3’s step variable is not equal to k yet. In this configuration, the daemon chooses 
both Processes 3 and 4. Process 3 reaches the k th  step by executing Action A 2 - Process 4 
resets by executing Action Ag.
In the configuration of Figure 3.1(f), the rest of the processes (1, 2, and 3) can re­
set. Then the system goes back to the configuration of Figure 3.1(a) which is the good
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configuration.
Now, we summarize the normal cyclic behavior of the algorithm. Starting from the good 
configuration we assumed, the processes change their color to black by executing Action A i . 
Processes must be black to be able to execute the steps of the task. They execute k steps of 
the task by executing Action A 2 k times. Then they wait for their neighbors also to complete 
their k steps. When a process finds that all its neighbors and itself have completed all the 
k steps, the process resets itself by executing Action A 3  and goes back to the initial good 
configuration.
3.4.4 Faults and Recovery
In this section, we focus on the fault handling features of the proposed algorithm (Al­
gorithm 3.4.1). There are two variables used in the solution: 5,; and Co/or,; for a node i. 
So, we need to show that our solution can cope up with all possible corruptions associated 
with these two variables. As discussed before, the proposed solution is based on a fully 
localized distributed approach. That made the fault tolerant implementation simple. In 
the following, we will make an attem pt to list all or most important types of faults, and 
show how they are dealt with in AlgorithmATS.
1. Process i ’s color variable is corrupted from black to white.
Action A 4 is enabled at i. i changes its color to black.
2. Process i ’s color is corrupted from white to black.
In this situation, Process i will be disabled for any action, so it cannot correct it­
self. However, this fault will be detected and corrected by its neighbors by executing 
Action A 4 .
3. Wrong initialization of constants.
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As discussed in Section 3.4.3, the constants [Ni and k) are computed by some other 
protocols. If Algorithm N T S  starts when any of these constants has not been stabi­
lized yet, the task synchronization may be incorrect. However, assuming the protocols 
computing the constants are stabilizing eventually, the constants would be corrected. 
Starting from that configuration, in finite steps. Algorithm N T S  will execute the steps 
in the task synchronously. (Refer to the description in Section 3.4.3.)
4. Change of values of constants.
Any execution of the tasks is performed with respect to a particular set of input 
values of the constants. Then due to changes in topology, environment, or occurrence 
of faults, the input values change. The proposed algorithm will adapt to those changes 
dynamically in the same manner as described above in Case 3.
Next we explain the two main types of faults (wrong initialization and memory cor­
ruption) that can occur and are handled in our solution using an example as shown in 
Figure 3.2. We use the same network as used in Section 3.4.3. However, this time, the 
system does not start in a good configuration.
In Figure 3.2(a), Process 1 is disabled as its neighbors are all white. Although Colori = 
black and Si 7  ̂ 0 A k, Process 1 cannot execute Action A 2  because A llB lack{l) is
false. As discussed in Case 2, Action Aa is enabled at all neighbors of Process 1 (since the 
predicate F ault holds at all processes except 1). The configuration after the faults have 
been corrected by Action A a is shown in Figure 3.2(b). Is this a good configuration? It 
does not match the good configuration we defined earlier in Section 3.4.3. However, this 
configuration (shown in Figure 3.2(b)) is identical to the one in Figure 3.1(c). Recall that 
the Figures 3.1(a)-(f)-(a) show a possible cycle of normal behavior of Algorithm N T S .
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(l.b) (0 ,w) (l.b) (O.b)
(0 ,w)(a)(0 ,w) (O.b)(b)(0,b)
(2,b) (l.b) (2.b) (2.b)




(0 ,w) (0 ,w)
(0 ,w)(0 ,w) (f)
A 1
Figure 3.2: An example of Neighborhood Task Synchronization.
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Thus, the configuration of Figure 3.2(b) is indeed a good configuration.
Assume that a fault corrupts the variables of Process 4 in the configuration of Fig­
ure 3.2(b) and changes their values from { 0 ,black) to {1, w h ite ) .  The configuration after 
the fault is shown in Figure 3.2(c). As explained in Case 1, Process 4 itself will detect the 
fault and recover from it by executing the corrective action A 4 .
Now, following the normal behavior of the algorithm (i.e., using Actions A \, A 2  and 
A 3), the system will reach the good configuration as shown in Figure 3.2(f).
3.5 Correctness of the Solution
In this section, we will prove the correctness of Algorithm N T S  (presented in Sec­
tion 3.4). The outline of this section is as follows: We will first define a legitimacy predicate 
of Algorithm N T S .  Then in Section 3.5.1, we will show that any computation starting in 
a configuration satisfying the legitimacy predicate satisfies the specification of the neigh­
borhood task synchronization problem (Specification 3.1). In the next subsection (Sec­
tion 3.5.2), it will be shown that the algorithm is guaranteed to arrive at a legitimate state 
regardless of the initial configuration or type of faults occurring in the system. We conclude 
this subsection by proving the stabilization property of our solution.
D efin ition  3.2 The sy s te m  is considered to be in a legitimate sta te  ( i .e . ,  satisfies the legit­
im acy  predicate  C jg - js )  i f  the fo llowing two conditions are true:
1 . The C o lo r  variables o f  all processes are w h i te .
2 . The s tep  variables S  o f  all processes are 0.
Formally, C ^ fr s  =  Vy G iV, : {{Sj, =  S j  =  0) A C o lo r  j =  C o lo r  j  =  w h i te )
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3.5.1 Proof of Correctness 
Lem m a 3.1 (Safety) In every execution starting from the legitimate state no two
neighbors execute the same step simultaneously.
Proof. To prove this lemma, we will consider a Process i and its neighboring 
processes. Starting from a legitimate configuration, Process i and its neighbors will be in 
one of the following five situations:
1. Colori = white A AllZero{i) A (Vj G Ni : Colorj = white).
Action A \ is enabled at all processes. So, their Color variables are changed to black.
2. AllZero{i) A AllBlack{i).
W ithout any loss of generality, we assume that i has the minimum id in its neighbor­
hood. Action A  is enabled at i as the predicate M inld{i) is true. Since the processes 
have unique id ’s, M in Id  is false for all neighbors of i. So, Ag will be disabled for all 
neighbors of i. Hence only i can execute a step in the current configuration.
3. AllBlack{i) A UniqueS(i).
Action Aa is enabled for all processes as the predicate UniqueS  holds for all of them. 
Therefore, in this configuration, i and all its neighbors can execute a step simultane­
ously. However, since their step variables S  are distinct, they will execute different 
steps of the task.
4. AfBfocA;(i) A (g  ̂ 7̂  0 V ^  t)  A (3j  G =  gj).
We assume that i has the minimum id among its neighbors which have the same values 
of S. Let us refer to this set of neighbors including i as SarneSj. Then Action A  
is enabled only at i in the set SameSi.  Now, assume tha t there exist two neighbors
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j  and m of i such that j  E SarneSj A rn 0 SarneSj. In this case, j  cannot execute 
A ,  but m  may execute A 2 in parallel with i. However, i and m  will execute different 
steps of the task.
5. A l lB la c k ( i )  A Sj, — k A 3 j E Nj : Sj ^  0 V Sj 7  ̂ k).
All actions are disabled at i.
Hence, the safety property is verified in all the five situations. □
Next we prove the liveness by showing two properties.
P roperty 3.1 (Task E xecution) Star t ing  from  the legitim ate configuration, every  p ro­
cess executes the s teps from  0  to k.
Proof. By contradiction. Consider an execution e =  (7 0  =  C.j^rs->T^ ■ ■ ■ Tim — 
7 ' , . . . ) .  Assume that in 7 ', 5,; /  fc. We now assume the contradiction that starting from 7 ', 
i never executes a step.
Starting from 7 ' onwards, all neighbors of i can execute the steps until all of their 5 
values become equal to k. Let us denote the configuration where Vj € N, : Sj = k by 7 ". 
In 7 ", Process i is the only enabled process. Therefore, the daemon must repeatedly choose 
i to execute A 2 until Sj becomes equal to k. So, we arrive at the contradiction. □
Property  3.2 In every  execution s tar ting  from  the legitimate configuration, the sy s tem  
eventually reaches the legitimate configuration again.
Proof. Consider an execution e =  (7 0  =  ■ ■ ,7x )  such that in 7 ^, Vi e V  :
Si — k, i.e., all processes have executed 0 through k steps (by using Property 3.1). In 7 ,̂,
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the only action enabled at any process is Action A -  All processes eventually will execute 
Action A ,  and the system will reach the legitimate state. □
Lem m a 3.2 (Liveness) In every execution starting from the legitimate configuration Cjg-g-s, 
every processor executes the task infinitely often.
Proof. The proof directly follows from the results of Properties 3.1 and 3.2. □
We prove the synchronization property next.
Property  3.3 (Color C hange) In any execution starting from the legitimate configura­
tion, if a Process i changes its color from black to white, then i must have executed all steps 
of the current instance of the task.
Proof. The only action which can change the color of Process i from black to white 
is A -  Since the color of i before executing ^ 3  is black, Si must be equal to k to enable 
A 3 (per predicate ToReset). By the hypothesis of the property, the system started from 
the legitimate configuration where Si = 0. Therefore, 5, can become equal to k only by 
executing Action A 2 k  times — once for each step from 0 to k. □
Lem m a 3.3 (Synchronization) During any execution initiated from the legitimate con­
figuration, a Process i cannot start a new instance of the task T  until all its neighbors 
completed the current instance o f T .
Proof. We will prove this lemma by contradiction. Assume tha t Process i started a 
new instance of the task T  while some other Process x  € Nj  is yet to complete the previous 
instance of T.
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Let us assume that the current configuration is 7 '. The hypothesis that i started a 
new instance of T  and Property 3.2 imply the existence of the following type of execution, 
e =  ( t o  = ■ ■ ■ i l r i l Q i  - ■ ■ tI ') -  The transition 7  ̂ 7 0  shows that i must have
executed Action A 3 . However, i cannot execute A 3 unless C olori  =  black  and one of the 
following three conditions is true:
1. C\ =  {Si =  k A V j  e Ni : Sj = k).
Consider Process x ^  N i. Sx can be equal to k only after Process x  executed all the 
k  steps of the task.
2. C 2 =  {Si =  k A V j  E Ni : C o lo r  j  =  w h ite ) .
By Property 3.3, Process x  must have executed the k  steps of the task.
3. -iCi A - 1C2 A ToReset{i).
In this situation, either Sx — k or C olorx  — w h ite .  Thus, the proof follows from 
either Case 1 or Case 2 above.
In all three cases above, we arrived at the contradiction that Process x  has completed 
the execution of the current instance of the task T. □
T heorem  3.1 (C orrectness) C j\f r s  w closed in M T S ,  i.e., any com puta tion  of  A lgo­
rithm  M T S  sta r t in g  from  a configuration satisfying C ĵ t s  p reserves  M T S .
Proof. The proof follows directly from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. □
3.5.2 Proof of Convergence and Stabilization
In this subsection, we will first prove the convergence property. We will then conclude 
the proof of correctness of our solution by showing the self-stabilizing property.
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Lem m a 3.4 (A ll black) Start,ing fro m  an arbitrary configuration, the sy s te m  will even tu ­
ally reach a configuration where all processes will be colored black.
Proof. We will prove by contradiction. Assume that there exists a Process i which 
is w h i te  in the current configuration and will remain w h i te  forever.
We need to consider the following scenarios:
1. A l lZ e r o { i )  is true.
Action A \  is enabled at i. So, i changes its color to black  by executing Action A \ .
2. Vj e  y  : gj 7̂  0.
Process i executes Action A 4 and turns black.
3. 5,: =  0 A (3 j  E N j  : Sj 7̂  A; A C o lo r  j — black).
Process i executes Action A 4 and turns black.
All three cases above contradict the assumption that i stays w h i te  forever. □
Lem m a 3.5 (A ll k )  S tarting f ro m  a configuration where A l lB la c k  is true, the sy s te m  will 
eventually  reach a configuration where all processes will have S  equal to k.
Proof. We use a contradiction to prove the result. Assume that Sj A  k and remains 
so forever. Then i never executes Action A 3 . Since by hypothesis, A l lB la c k { i )  is true, 
both U n iq u e S { i )  and M i n l d { i )  must be false. There must exist a Process j  E N j  such 
tha t i >  j  and M i n l d { j )  is true. Process j  will execute Action A2 and increase Sj.  This 
will increase M i n l d { i ) .  Repeated executions of Action A 2 by the neighbors of i will make 
either U n iq u e S { i )  or M i n l d { i )  true. At that point. Process i executes Action A 2 . The 
above process repeats until 5,; becomes equal to k. □
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Theorem  3.2 (C onvergence) Starting  fro m  any configuration, any com puta tion  of A l­
gorithm  M T S  reaches a configuration sa tisfying C , \ f T S -
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. □
Theorem  3.3 (Self-stabilizing) A lgorithm  M T S  is self-stabilizing.
Proof. Follows directly from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2. □
3.6 Additional Properties
Unfair D aem on: Algorithm M T S  works under an arbitrary or unfair daemon.
Space R equirem ent: Algorithm M T S  uses only two variables: 5 and C o lo r .  The prob­
lem requires tha t S belongs to identify the k different steps within a task. So, a 
minimum of K  states must be used. Our solution uses one extra state in 5. The size
of the C o lo r  variable is two states. So, effectively the space used by our solution is
2  X k or 0 {k) states.
Fault C ontainm ent: In Algorithm M T S ,  the fault correction action. Action Aa is de­
signed in such a way tha t any fault is detected and recovered by either the faulty 
process or its immediate neighbors. Thus, our solution is fault containing.
Concurrency: Two neighboring processes i and j  are allowed to execute simultaneously 
only if the following two conditions are true: (i) i and j  do not execute the same step,
(ii) For both i and j ,  either U n iq u e S  or M i n i d  is true.
Maximum degree of concurrency {5 4-1, where S is the degree) is achieved among the 
neighbors
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3.7 Applications
W eb-based R eservation  System s: As an application of the neighborhood task synchro­
nization problem, let us consider a web-based travel reservation system. The system 
consists of a sequence of tasks, where a task represents a reservation. Let us consider 
the process of organizing a trip for a group of travelers. This trip would create a 
segment task consisting of transportation and hotel reservations. The members of 
the group who want to reserve the same transport or same hotel are considered to 
bo neighbors. The web reservation system does not allow the members in the same 
neighborhood to reserve at the same time. If the neighbors attem pt to make the 
request at the same time, then the first member succeeds in making the reservation, 
the remaining members wait until the first one is done making the reservation. If the 
requests are made at different times, then the members will be able to reserve without 
waiting. No member of this group is allowed to request the next reservation until all 
the members are done with the current one.
Sensor N etw orks —  G lobal C om putation: Sensor networks [4, 44] are expected to be 
very large. In many applications, they will be densely deployed. These networks are 
energy constrained. They may be deployed in inaccessible terrains or disaster areas. 
So, it is very im portant to design energy efficient sensor networks to enable untethercd 
and unattended operation for an extended period of time. It is predicted [54] that by 
the next century, low-level and low-power wireless communication protocols will be 
developed to coordinate miniature sensors which design an ad-hoc smart environment. 
Deploying a pre-configured network of a huge number of sensors is impractical. Ex­
pecting to be able to manually maintain that size of a network is absurd. Considering
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all these constraints, the sensor network must be autonomous, self-configuring and 
self-maintaining or self-healing.
Consider a large sensor network deployed for an application which requires the sensors 
to compute a function which is not infimum. An infimum function is defined as 
follows [8 8 ]:
If o is a binary operator on a set X  such that
(i) o is commutative, i.e., a o b  = bo a,
(ii) o is associative, i.e., (o o b) o c —  o o (6 o c), and
(iii) o is idcmpotent, i.e., ao a = a
then there is a partial order < on A  such that o is the infimum function. Examples 
of operators that satisfy the above three criteria include the logical conjunction or 
disjunction, and the minimum or maximum of integers. Operators which arc not 
infimum include the sum and the average.
There are many applications of sensor networks which can be considered to be comput­
ing non-infimum functions. Consider an example of an wildlife tracking application. 
(Similar problems have been considered in ZebraNet project [1].) A query sent to 
the sensors could be like the following: “Every I  ms for the next Y  seconds, tell me 
how many animals of difi'erent types were seen in region i?” . We can take a similar 
example from a military application: “Every I  ms for the next Y  seconds, tell me how 
many vehicles of different types are moving in direction D  in region R ”.
In both applications above, our goals are to save energy and compute the global 
function correctly. We consider the computation for total Y  seconds to be a task. 
W ithin this task, the sensors take steps every I  ms. At a particular step, only one
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sensor in every neighborhood will take the reading of a particular type. A different 
sensor will be used in the next step to take the reading. At the end of the current task 
of Y  seconds, these readings will be used to compute the non-infimum function. So, 
first, we should not allow neighboring sensors to be active at the same time. Secondly, 
to obtain a consistent and accurate snapshot, the group (neighboring) sensors should 
compute the next task only after computing the response for the current task.
Sensor N etw orks —  T D M A  Slot A ssignm ent: Multiplexing  involves the sharing of 
im portant network resources by several connections or information flows. The rele­
vant network resource here is bandwidth, which is measured in Hertz for analog trans­
mission systems and bits/second for digital transmission systems. In t im e-d iv is ion  
multiplexing  (TDM) [76], the transmission between the multiplexers is provided by a 
single high-speed digital transmission line. Each connection produces a digital infor­
mation flow tha t is then inserted into the high-speed line. TDM was introduced in 
the telephone network.
In broadcast networks, a single transmission medium is shared by a community of users. 
For this reason, these networks are also called m edium  access networks. Typically, the 
information from a user is broadcast into the medium, and all the stations attached to 
the medium listen to all the transmissions. There is potential for user transmissions 
interfering or colliding with each other, and so a protocol that has to be in place to 
prevent or minimize such interference. The role of the m edium  access control (MAC) 
protocol is to coordinate the access to the channel so tha t information gets through 
from a source to a destination in the same broadcast network.
The concept of a TDM designed for conventional multiplexers was extended to the
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time-division multiple access (TDMA) [76] scheme. In TDMA, stations take turns 
making use of the entire transmission channel. If the medium is being shared by M  
stations, the stations transm it according to a frame that consists of M  time slots. 
Each station transmits during its assigned time slot and uses the entire frequency 
band during its transmission.
In sensor networks, the sensor nodes use a shared wireless medium to communicate 
with each other. Due to the shared wireless medium, if a sensor simultaneously 
received two messages, they collide. Hence, both messages become incomprehensible. 
Such collision is undesirable as it results in a wastage of power to transm it the message 
that resulted in a collision [74]. TDMA methods schedule transmission in slots to avoid 
collision. A self-stabilizing distributed TDMA slot assignment algorithm for sensor 
networks was given in [60]. We can use Algorithm J\fT S  in designing the TDMA 
slot assignment protocol. Here, M  represents the number of neighboring sensors in 
a neighborhood. Every time slot represents a step in our algorithm. Every sequence 
of M  time slots form a task. Thus, the collision is avoided by using the safety and 
synchronization properties of our solution.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
This research started with studying the importance of designing fault-tolerance in dis­
tributed systems. We studied self-stabilization as the main topic of our research because 
it was already established tha t this subsumes many other types of faults. Synchronizing 
multiple processes in a single processing system is hard. Synchronizing different tasks in 
distributed systems is far more challenging. We studied different types of synchronization 
concepts and various problems related to those concepts.
After studying problems like mutual exclusion, local mutual exclusion, local resource 
allocation, clock synchronization, etc., we were able to define a new problem, neighborhood 
task synchronization, which has some potential applications.
Our solution is very space efficient. It is also fault containing — faults do not spread 
beyond one hop distance from the faulty process. One of the strongest properties of our 
algorithm is that it works under an unfair daemon. The solution is fully localized because 
the processes consult only their neighbors to execute their tasks. The algorithm is fully 
distributed because all processes take the same responsibility — there is no central process 
taking any special role.
This research can be extended in various ways. We can extend this algorithm to design 
a general (global) reset protocol. Another topic could be make the Algorithm M T S  work
46
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under a message passing model. In the proposed solution, an infinite sequence of tasks 
was considered. So if no faults occur, our solution works in the case of having different 
tasks in the sequence. However, due to possible faults, the processes may be executing 
steps of different tasks, which violates the synchronization property. We are working on an 
extension of our solution to deal with this fault. This research can be extended to achieve 
global synchronization of tasks by using the coterie data structure.
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